
FOGO Coming Soon Trailer Transcription:

{{Fun bouncing music with electronics fades in, the gentle sound of crickets at night join in on
the music}}

Ivy Le, outside exclaims:
“Ew ew ew, what did I just touch!”

Ivy Le, narrating:
“My family came to America as refugees from Vietnam because my father had a bounty on his
head by the communist government. So generally speaking, my kind of people only go into the
woods if we're being shot at.

{{Whoosh of music swells and electronic beat continues}}

Ivy Le, narrating:
I’m Ivy Lee and this is FOGO: Fear of Going Outside a Spotify sound up series. FOGO is a
nature show with the most reluctant host ever, which isn't saying much because most nature
shows are hosted by reckless white men.

Alana, outside proclaims,
“I mean, I would do anything to just not be here right now.”

Ivy, agreeing:
“It’s getting that bad for you, huh? Yeah.”

Ivy, narrating:
“I love nature shows, but they never asked the questions us indoor people want to know, like,
what's the difference between hiking and walking? What do you do with your doodoo. And why
is that? Okay? I mean, plumbing is one of the greatest achievements of our species.

{{a small flush can be heard as the music continues}}

Ivy, narrating:
“On FOGO, we ask the questions, we're all actually thinking”

Ivy, in a store:
“Hey, they're sour chews,  should I bring candy out there. Oh, here's a compass. Do I need a
compass?”

Jeff Zhao rebuttals:
“I made a grave error.”

Diane Carrico, explains in another clip:



“Insect poop is really important because it has so much nutrients in it.”

Ivy, narrates:
“This season. I am going to attempt everything it takes to literally go camping. I'm recording
every step, figuring out where to go, what to pack, learning what plants and animals to avoid.
And hopefully the part where I come home to.”

Ivy, talking to another guest:
“I think I'm prepared. You think I can go camping?”

A women’s voice chimes in:
“Have you been camping?”

Ivy Le  1:37
FOGO: Fear of Going Outside is coming soon. Follow and listen for free on Spotify.


